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Re-Bar 

"Eclectic Nightclub"

Home to some of Seattle's best live entertainment, this remarkable club

serves up everything from house music to delightfully subversive plays.

Featuring weekly theme nights, it remains a trailblazing gay bar, attracting

patrons to its fabulous and hysterical productions. The intimate venue has

two rooms and a tiny but fully stocked bar. The place can get pretty

crowded on weekends. Don't miss the frequent and magnificent Drag

King contests.

 +1 206 233 9873  www.rebarseattle.com/  1114 Howell Street, Seattle WA
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R Place 

"Popular Gay Bar"

One of Seattle's hottest gay bars, R Place serves up the good times. There

are three levels here: first level has a bar area, second has some games

like pool and darts, and the third level is where the real party is at (break

out those killer dance moves). Music is mostly top 40's and the

atmosphere is friendly and inclusive. If you're looking for strong drinks,

groovy beats and parades of folks getting down on the dance floor, R

Place won't disappoint.

 +1 206 322 8828  www.rplaceseattle.com/  619 East Pine Street, Seattle WA
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Q Nightclub 

"Seattle's Modern Nightclub"

The ultra-chic Q Nightclub is the ultimate spot in Capitol Hill to cut loose

and dance to the mind-numbing electronic dance music churned out by

the various DJ's. The club is housed inside a converted 12,000-square feet

(1115-square meter) warehouse, and is comprised of private rooms,

separate lounge area and a large dance floor. Dress casually, walk in with

your friends in the evening, order a few premium cocktails and enjoy the

onslaught of funk, disco, house music. The club attracts a lot of young and

hip crowd. Call ahead or visit their website to know more.

 www.qnightclub.com/  info@qnightclub.com  1426 Broadway, Seattle WA
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Neighbours 

"Gay-Friendly Dance Haven"

This dimly lit joint, located on Broadway, predates the Australian

television show of the same name by a good many years. Step in, and

you're bound to find an eclectic mix of people; divas, DJs, drag queens,

you name it. The club boasts of being one of the longest running GLBT

nightclubs in the city, and going by its popularity, it doesn't look like that's

going to change anytime soon. Expectedly, the clientele is by and large

gay, but everyone is welcome here for a good time. Dance floor remains
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perennially packed and the music is predominantly dance, usually Top 40

or disco. Regularly host to some great acts and live performances,

Neighbours is most certainly one of the best GLBT nightclubs in the city.

 +1 206 324 5358  www.neighboursnightclub

.com/

 info@neighboursnightclub.

com

 1509 Broadway, Seattle WA
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The Cuff 

"Capitol Hill Nightclub"

Opened in 1993, this bar became a nightclub in 1998 by adding a dance

floor, full bar and full menu. Here there's a typical bar atmosphere

complete with pool tables, darts and pinball machines. The facility actually

consists of four bars, two with DJs, and there's also a cafe and patio. The

food is Cajun, and even when the kitchen is closed you can still order cold

sandwiches and wraps.

 +1 206 323 1525  www.cuffcomplex.com/  dan@cuffcomplex.com  1533 13th Avenue, Seattle

WA
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